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STORAGE
TANKS

With large storage capacity for dry chemical and foam concentrate, available in 18, 22,
26, 55, 66, 110, 165, 176, 220, 330, 440 and 770 gallons (85, 100, 120, 250, 300, 500,
750, 800, 1000, 1500, 2000 and 3500 litres), or other capacities on request. This means
our equipment can adapt to any requirement.

REEL,
hose and
nozzle

Its quick, easy use, combined with advanced design, enables rapid deployment of the
double hose, meaning it can be ready in a few seconds for easy discharge of dry chemical
and foam. A single trained operator can use it alone, choosing alternating or simultaneous agent discharge depending on how the fire is developing, thanks to the hose with
twin pistols, each with its own trigger.

PRESSURE
CYLINDERS

The use of innovative Constant Flow Technology, with its constant pressure valve, optimises the flow of the two agents in both the storage tank filling and discharge phases,
so making it possible to achieve the necessary propellant gas pressure and flow rate all
the time and in every case.

FILL
CONTROL

SIEXTM TA-SH equipment can be supplied with gauges to allow visual checking of fill pressure of the propellant cylinders, but this can also be monitored by mechanical weighing,
gauges with electrical contacts or pressure switches. In these cases, this gives a signal
for real-time direct or remote control of the system.

PRESSURE
SWITCH

It is a device to confirm fortuitous or accidental activations, but it also reports when
planned agent discharge is taking place. It incorporates local latching to prevent system
activation going unnoticed.

ACCESSORIES for
explosive
atmospheres

These items are usually used in locations where there may be gases, vapours or suspended particles that could cause a serious explosion in the presence of a small spark or
overheating of electronic equipment. SIEX, aware of these needs, provides appropriate
alternatives for hazardous atmospheres in accordance with the regulations applicable in
each case (ATEX directive, UL, cUL, etc.).
In addition to hazardous atmospheres, all electronic devices can be provided with various
degrees of either NEMA or IP standard protection.

The versatility and flexibility in configuration also makes them adaptable systems to
every need in any project. In order to meet the highest expectations of our customers,
SIEX offers this product of the highest quality and efficiency, providing extraordinary
security in the fight against fire.

ADVANTAGES

Possibility
activation

of

local

and

remote

Our systems are designed so that activation can be manual, operated locally by a local
actuator. Optionally, the system can be activated remotely through a control panel.

Extraordinary storage capacity
SIEXTM TA-SH systems can be designed for high storage capacity, so making it possible to protect even larger hazards that need a large amount of the two agents, making
it possible to adapt them to any protection.

Constant, optimal gas flow
The use of SIEX’s Constant Flow Technology enables extinguishing agent discharge at
constant flow, so optimising the extinguishing capacity of the equipment.

Great autonomy
The high combined efficiency of dry chemical and foam used with this system, together with the high capacity and variety of dry chemical storage tanks means that
lack of agent will never be a problem in firefighting.

Ease of maintenance
The system has components to make propellant agent filling easier by using a gauge,
a pressure switch or mechanical weighing and duct and hose cleaning can be performed quickly and easily.

Possibility of simultaneous or separate discharge
Each of the double hose nozzles has a separate trigger so that a trained operator
can decide whether to discharge both agents simultaneously or each separately,
depending on his or her judgement and the evolution of the fire.

Warranty and durability of the equipment
The heavy duty design and high quality finishes applied to our fixed hand hoseline dry
chemical extinguishing systems ensure extended durability of these appliances, even
when they are continually exposed to the elements or to bad weather.

Maximum range radius
The manual application hose fitted to this equipment ensures the maximum radius of
action with the minimum pressure loss by providing the optimal flow rate and, as it is
made from resistant materials and finishes, this gives the system maximum durability.

Local and geographic availability
The design of our fixed hand hoseline dry chemical extinguishing systems is aimed
at ensuring easy transport not just within the premises, but to wherever it is needed,
including elevation to great heights, thanks to its platform-based design.

Availability of inert gas cylinder cleaning (optional)
To make returning the equipment into service after use as easy as possible, it has an
auxiliary inert gas cylinder for quick cleaning of the hose and nozzle, easily removing
any remaining dry chemical agent.
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SIEX® is a registered trademark.
The information provided in this document is for information
purposes only. Technical information must be used for the
installation of all SIEX systems. SIEX assumes no liability for
any use that third parties may make of this information.
SIEX reserves the right to make any change in both the capabilities
and features of its equipment.

